2006 CMC-East
STATE OF THE UNION REPORT

I want to start out by saying that I sincerely apologize for not doing a race report for any of our
opening 2006 events: VIR or Shenandoah. It has been very hectic at home and work and I had
to make the sacrifice on the hobby.
STATE OF THE UNION:

The CMC class in both regions on the East coast is growing rapidly and the future outlook is
very good!! Applause!!!!!!!!
- Thus far in 2006 we have had 14 different drivers receive race points
- Our biggest field was at CMP with 10
- We have great talent on vine in HPDE’s. These drivers will take to the track with us this
year – Bill J., Harry V., & Kevin L. We also have 3 more drivers without cages but are
in group 3 and building for CMC.
- One of these days CMC regular Colin IFHLN, will get his car done and join us on track,
instead of just partying with us.
- We have had 4 different race winners. Gary K., Don T., Kent L., and Dan S.
- We have solid racing throughout the field, but it is especially tough at the front this year.
- Ron Cates has yet to get a DNF in 2006 and has been running with the lead pack. If it
rains again you can bet he will be contending for the win.
- The man to beat thus far in 2006 is Gary Kirchbaum. Gary’s average finish is 2nd place
and he has completed every lap. (In a Firebird if you can believe that.)
- The best of the best….Harold, Kent, & Mike….are reeling under the pressure of the
young guns coming into the class. You can anticipate a bounce back from these guys at
Hyperfest and VIR.
- Quote of the year so far….Harold after CMP….. “I am pretty happy with two 4th place
finishes.”
- CMP was the one year anniversary……2005 was the last time that we all got together
with our friends Gregg and Pete from the SE.
- We did a standing start in the rain at CMP. Dan stalled and Mike spun and it’s cracks me
up just thinking about it now.

- Our friend and lead photographer at Finishline Productions has been shooting some great
shots of us at every event this year. www.finishlineprod.net Thanks Chris!!
- Bill Velasco finally missed an event. (Foot or knee….I can’t remember)
- Marc Bennett – Not only has he been the chef for lunch at every event this year, he also
bailed us out with a bunch of Yeungling at CMP when ours ran out. Thanks Marc!!!!

- As a result of CMP….new beer policy….sorry fells….when Harold and I bring 4 cases
and we run out,….a policy has to be put in place…we luv ya, but we love the beer
more….There will be a drop box…..$1.00 each for CMC racers and NASA
Officials.…….AI racers and others……..$3.00. (Prices subject to change if I bring the
32 ounce Yeunglings I bought last week at my visit to the brewery.) (If I am in trouble
with the NASA officials…..FREE beer for them.)
- NASA Nationals – I understand that many will not be attending due to the mandatory
Wednesday drivers meeting. I am looking into this, but I fear that I won’t get very far.
As far as car compliance with the rules….I spoke to the National CMC Director late last
week. If you think you may have a non-compliant part but want to attend, please call me
so we can figure something out. They will not be disqualifying every infraction out of
hand, but we must take care of it before you go.
- As you all know, I cut the lip of my fenders with is illegal. I spoke to Tony at length and
we found a suitable solution. Please do not laugh when I show up with chrome fender
lips. (To compliment the chrome lips I may get curb feelers and spinning wheels.)

VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY
February 17th& 18th, 2006

Nice field for a February event with 7 drivers

FREEZING…..In fact, our 5 gallon bucket of recycled Yeungling was frozen Sunday
morning. Yuck!!!

Gary Sr. got caught showing his true
colors while under the canopy.

Saturday race – heavy snow falling – Top
3 = Lydic, Morris, & Cates

Gary Jr. shows his driving prowess in the
rain.

Lydic finally comes out of the closet and
makes his preference known

- Sunday race – Dog runs out on track, stopping half the field on the way to the green.
- Sunday Sprint results - Dry Top 3 = Gary K., Lydic & Morris
- Sunday Enduro – Lydic’s car was used. Skittrall, Lydic, and Krein driving. Top
finishing CMC car, finished 2nd in class, and 10th overall out of 45 starters. Other than
Skittrall doing 2 fly bys through the pits for fuel on the last two laps, it was a great finish.

SHENANDOAH @ Summit Point
April 1st & 2nd, 2006
This was a wild and crazy event. (No explanation required)

The CMC Gang

Skittrall & Lydic fighting for the racing line

Skittrall finds a new shortcut around slower traffic.

Another attempt by Lydic to express himself

- Friday night…..Lydic and Krein almost get thrown out for sneaking in early.

Skittrall and Lydic were the drivers to beat.
Both were within the top 5 fastest cars in the
Thunder group. (Both lost Saturday)

Skittrall lost trans and retired for the
weekend.

- Saturday Gary K. won the race even though he has never been there before. 2nd went to
Lydic with Cates earning a tough 3rd place. (See below)
- This was the event that the long-time top drivers – Lydic, Krein, & Morris started feeling
the pressure of the young guns.
-

Cates made incredible pass on Lydic for the
2nd position but……

Immediately fell to pieces on the next turn,
thus losing the position.
(Very good learning experience.)

Sunday – Lydic takes the win with Gary K. on his
bumper. Also new to the track…Krein takes a solid 3rd place.

CAROLINA MOTORSPORTS PARK
May 6th & 7th, 2006

Typical CMC weekend – (Party central.)
- All of the top CMC drivers in the east attended, easily making this the strongest field
we’ve ever had.
- As usual the CMC crew got there early Friday. (Except Ron..but he’s always reliably
late.)
- Lydic and Krein…attached at the hip….got in early and secured a great spot for all.
(Right next to the brick and mortar bathrooms. (This is important))

Friday early evening…… (Be patient though the preamble) Over the years we have had some
really nasty weather at the track. For example..MAJOR flooding at Summit Point, with water
lapping into the trailer forcing us to institute a no wake zone at that event. At VIR last year
Lydic got slightly struck by lightning. At another VIR event we had big time flooding which
forced us to stand on chairs in order to drink Yeungling and eat pistachios. Back to Summit
Point….we even had a hurricane weekend where we had inches and inches of rain. (We had the

high ground that weekend.) My point is…CMP Friday night we had some hellatious
thunderstorms that could have easily turned into tornados. This was probably the worst weather
any of us have experienced at the track. Thanks to Krein and Lydic…the CMC paddock was
next to the brick and mortar bathrooms. It was a hilarious sight to see. LOL LOL (I am
laughing out loud as I write this.) All of us took off and ran into the women’s bathroom.
Picture 10+ guys in the women’s bathroom watching the thunderstorm and drinking beer.
Some truck pulled up and we all thought it was a woman that needed to “go.” It was
hilarious….we all said that she could “go” if she needed to but we were not leaving. Also..false
alarm….it was only a family that needed shelter. The crazy part of the entire thing was that
Colin IFHLN, left the shelter and went to see how everyone was doing on grid….(He looked
like a wet squirrel when he returned.) (BTW…A wet squirrel looks worse than a wet cat.)
Back to the story…. As we drank beer in the women's bathroom we had cheap entertainment
courtesy of the GTS guys. Picture the most violent thunderstorm you have ever been in. Over
at the GTS paddock they had a pole tent set up. The tent had a center pole and about 20 other
poles that held down the sides. We all watched as those crazy bastards held on to the center
pole as the lightning was all surrounding. No lie…it looked like the introduction of Gilligan’s
Island and they were on the SS Minnow. (This was one example to prove that CMC was not
the wildest group of the weekend.) The storm still in full swing,……..and as we were watching
GTS, Ron Cates and Don Trask decided to show up and grace us with their presence. Imagine
the response we gave our friend Ron when he asked for help getting setup in his spot. (F.U.)
Not only did we refuse to help,…..Lydic wouldn’t even go out and move his truck to give Ron
the spot that he saved for him. LOL Moral of the story……(Show up early.)
- Sorry….can’t remember if it was Friday night or Saturday night. Friday night lasted into Saturday morning. As
mentioned earlier, this was the first time since last year at CMP that we were able to party with
our good friends in the SE, (Gregg, Pete, and Pantas.) CMC surprised nobody….Pantas
brought his video projector and we were able to choose between watching porn on the 5 x 10
screen/trailer, or watching race video’s……true to form, we watched race video’s all night.
Thanks Jim….I wish you could come to more MA events. (Wait till you hear about Saturday
night)

Gary Jr. – brings top secret rain/snow setup.
- Saturday morning we awoke to clear skies and warm weather. (A perfect day for racing)

- While dicing and playing in practice, Morris and Lydic beat the CMC track record and
set the times to beat for the weekend.
- The qualifying order was a surprise to many, but no surprise to Skittrall and Kirchbaum
as they earned the first and second spot, respectively.
- Urbanski……competing in his first event of the season, lost his trans in qualifying. To
the rescue was Mike Morris. Mike provided Urbanski his spare transmission. As you
can imagine,….. for Pete the hot afternoon consisted of a transmission swap. He wasn’t
alone….friend and fellow driver from the SE, Gregg Houseman, helped as much as he
could in order to get it done by the race. But unfortunately Pete’s NASCAR exhaust
prohibited them from getting it done in time for the race that afternoon. Many other
CMC guys were battling through their own issues and unfortunately couldn’t lend a
helping hand to get Pete done in time.
-

- There was great anticipation for the standing start on Saturday, as all of the top CMC
drivers in the East were bunched up together. At the drop of the green all drivers got off
clean except Lydic, who choked, and spun his tires. Morris took advantage and easily
passed Lydic. Morris……who is an expert in standing starts, was able to make it 3CMC wide, in turn one, with Kirchbaum in the middle and Skittrall on the outside. The
sandwich didn’t last long as Morris sensing the inevitable, lifted, and let the top two duel
it out. Skittrall came out of the first two turns in the first position followed closely by
Kirchbaum. The battle for first between these two drivers lasted the entire race.

Although Kirchbaum drives as
consistently as they come, he
was never able to get around
Skittrall for the top spot, as
Skittrall drove his best race
ever with absolutely no
mistakes of consequence. Not
to be outdone, and just behind
the leaders, Bennett and Cates
had a battle of their own
going. These two driver
swapped positions the entire
race with Cates finishing just
in front of Bennett.

-

The finishing order for Saturday was:
1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Skittrall

Kirchbaum

Morris

Followed By:
- Krein, Cates, Bennett, Trask, Lydic & Houseman
Saturday night – The CMC partiers were finally one-upped….not by another race class….but
by some other individuals that will go un-named. These unnamed individuals stole the show
Saturday night with a roll over competition of an unnamed vehicle in front of the innocent CMC
bystanders that looked on with amusement. This contest continued well into the evening, and
provided great “live” entertainment. In addition to the rollover contest, we also were privileged
to watch another unnamed individual mow down a bunch of other unsuspecting unnamed

individuals with an automatic machine gun with plastic pellets. In a dash for safety, the
unfortunate, unsuspecting, unnamed individuals plowed right into the back of my black, steel,
open trailer with a very loud crash. We hurriedly went to inspect the carnage and were very
surprised to see two of the unnamed individuals on top of each other on the back of the trailer.
We sat speechless as we were wondering if they were up to something else on the back of the
trailer in the dark. As a result of these outlandish shenanigans, it has been decided by the
powers in NASA MA that CMC should go back to being in charge of evening entertainment in
order to keep safe control of the paddock after dark. Shame on them. LOL
- We awoke Sunday morning to find that it would be a drencher of a day.
- The first practice session was just wet with a light sprinkle thrown in.
- As we sat on grid for qualifying the rain started to fall more and more. By the time the
pace lap was over with the rain was coming down by the bucket full. By the second
green flag lap the driving conditions were as bad as any of us have ever experienced. Not
only was the rain pouring down, but every driver’s windows became completely fogged
- which made it even more
treacherous. It’s worth
noting that this was
experienced even by those
with defrosters and anti-fog
applied to the windows. It
is indescribable what it was
like out there, but since all
Thunder drivers came in
after two green flag laps
that should give some
indication to the severity of
the conditions. Luckily, all
drivers made it through
without major incident.
- With only two laps possible in qualifying, many drivers were unable to strut their stuff.
The grid for the CMC race was: Lydic, Kirchbaum, Cates, Krein, Morris, Bennett,
Skittrall, Houseman, & Urbanski
- 4 CMC cars qualified in the top 10 of the Thunder group out of 28 cars.

1 CMC car started on the front row in the race. (Lydic)

- 2 CMC cars out qualified all of the AI cars, with Ron just falling short of Shugg by .033
of a second. (Lydic, Kirchbaum, Cates)
- After experiencing the fogged conditions in qualifying, the Thunder drivers spent the
time in between sessions preparing for the worst. Many desperate attempts were made to
fashion some sort of squeegee to use in the race if the same conditions were to reappear.
- As expected, the rain was still falling for Sunday’s race. For the first time ever in NASA
MA, the Thunder group had a standing start in the rain, and needless to say, all drivers
were on pins and needles.
- At the drop of the green Lydic, Kirchbaum, Cates and Krein got off perfectly and Lydic
was able to hold off Kirchbaum for the first position before turn one where he stayed for
the duration. One of the two of the big surprises at the start was the fact that Morris, one
of the top CMC rain drivers, spun his car in turn one.

- The other surprise was that Skittrall, who is one of the best at standing starts, proceeded
to stall his car at the sight of the green flag. (How do you stall a Mustang in the rain??)
Luckily for Skittrall, Houseman was behind him and caught the green flag while still in

reverse after an attempt to move his car into a better position to see the flag. After
looking at the video, the mental lapses of Skittrall and Houseman may have actually
saved them from being collected by the spinning car of Morris who had started just in
front of them.
- Although there were numerous spins, and the windows were starting to fog up, there were
many great battles that took place. Cates, who has also proved to be one of the better rain
drivers in the class, was in a head-to-head battle with Kirchbaum for the 2nd spot.
Fortunately for Kirchbaum, Cates didn’t learn his lesson from last year and made another
pass attempt under braking into turn one where it is notoriously sandy and slippery in the
rain. Just like last year, Cates proceeded to spin wildly out of control as soon as he hit
the brakes near pit-out where the sand collects on the track. Watching the video of Cates
spin, it was only the amazing driving skill of Kirchbaum that prevented a possible
collision. Although Cates spun, he was still able to hold onto a solid third place finish.
- All drivers should be proud to have finished the race in such terrible conditions. The
finishing positions for Sunday were:
- Lydic, Kirchbaum, Cates, Krein, Skittrall, Morris, Bennett & Houseman

